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Mr. A. van Hooft en inr. C. Morel de Westgaverl Artikelen

The 2012 ICCRules: two years on

TvA 2014/34

Het nieuwe ICCArbitragereglement trad op 1januari 2012 in
werking. Het Reglement voorziet in verschillende wijzigin
gen, zoals bepalingen aangaande arbitrage tussen meerdere
partijen en op basis van meerdere contracten, toevoeging
van additionele partijen, samenvoeging van arbitragepro
cedures, de urgentiearbiter en efficiënt zaakmanagement.

In dit artikel bespreken we hoe het ilK Arbitrage Hof en het
Secretariaat een aantal van deze nieuw geïntroduceerde
artikelen heeft toegepast sinds 1 januari 2012, in het bij
zonder met betrekking tot meerdere partijen en meerdere
contracten, samenvoeging van arbitrageprocedures en de
urgentiearbiter. We bespreken ook enkele van onze eigen
ervaringen, bijvoorbeeld met betrekking tot de verdeling
van de arbitragekosten bij het intrekken van aile vorderin
gen alsook met betrekking tot het vaststellen van afzonder
lijke kostenvoorschotten.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The new ICCRules took effect on 1 January 2012
(the '2012 ICCRules'). They provide for various changes, in
cluding among others, provisions on multi-party and mul
ti-contract arbitration (Articles 6, 8 and 9 of the 2012 ICC
Rules), joinder of a party (Article 7 of the 2012 ICCRules),
consolidation (Article 10 of the 2012 ICCRules), the emer
gency arbitrator (Article 29 of the 2012 ICCRules and Ap
pendix No. V), and efficient case management (various ar
ticles including Articles 22, 24 and Appendix IVof the 2012
ICCRules).

2. In this article, we will discuss how the ICCCourt
and Secretariat have applied certain of those newly introdu
ced articles since 1January 2"012,in particular with respect
to multiple parties and multiple contracts, joinder, and the
emergency arbitrator. We will also address some of our own
experiences, e.g., with respect to withdrawal of matters
and allocation of costs (Article 37(6) of the 2012 ICCRules)
as well as the fixing of separate advances on costs (Article
36(3) of the 2012 ICCRules).

Annet van Hooft is a lawyer at Bird&Bird(Paris office); Claire Morel de
Westgaver is a lawyer at BryanCaveLLP(Londonoffice).This article solely
represents the view of the authors.

II. MULTIPLE PARTIES I MULTIPLE CONTRACTS

3. The 2012 ICCRules include a whole new section on
multi-party and/or multi-contract disputes. Under the pre
vious version of the Rules (the '1998 ICCRules') this type
of disputes were very sparingly regulated. Article 10 of the
1998 ICCRules, dealt with solely one specific aspect of mul
tiple party disputes, i.e., constitution of the arbitral tribunal
in cases where there are more than two parties and the dis
pute is to be referred to three arbitrators - now addressed
in Article 12(6) of the 2012 ICCRules." Furthermore, conso
lidation of arbitrations used to be briefly touched upon in
former Article 4(6).

4. As a result of the modern ways of structuring cor-
porations and business transactions, the ICChas witnessed
a dramatic increase in the number of this type of disputes
being submitted to it in the last decades.' Yet the consen
sual nature of arbitration which conditions the tribunal's
jurisdiction upon a valid agreement to arbitrate with each
and all parties to the dispute may constitute an obstacle to
the global resolution of a dispute involving multiple parties
and/or multiple contracts. The rising number of this kind of
cases had therefore led to the suitability of arbitration being
questioned, in respect of disputes involving procedural
complexities due to the 'multiple factor:

5. While the ICCCourt, over time, developed its own
policy to deal with the 'multiple factor" many users of the
ICCRules appeared to be unaware of this policy. To address
this lack of transparency, the 2012 ICCRules now explicitly
deal with multiple parties and multiple contracts. By adop
ting this approach, the ICCappears to have contributed to a
more generalized trend amongst other arbitration instituti
ons to make available to their users comprehensive proce
dures for complex disputes both in terms of parties and con-

2 The introduction of this Article was the direct consequence of the well
known Dutco case in which the French Supreme Court held that, as a mat
ter of public policy. the principle of the equality of the parties in appoin
ting arbitrators can be waived only after the dispute has arisen (Siemens
and others v Dutco, 7 January 1992. Revue de l'arbitrage (1992) (Cour de
Cassation 1ère civ) at pages 470-472).

3 In 2012, 233 cases out of 759 involved more than two parties. Although
the average numbers of parties in these 233 cases was four, eight cases
involved more than ten parties and one case involved twenty five parties
(2012Statistical Report, ICCInternational Court ofArbitration Bulletin Vol.
24 NO.1,p. 10).Sinceover a decade, nearly a third of the cases submitted to
the ICCinvolved more than two parties (SimonGreenberg.jose RicardoFe
ris and Christian Albanesi, Consolidation, Joinder, Cross-claims, Multiparty
and MulticontractArbitrations: RecentICCExperience,Dossierof the ICCIn
stitute ofWorld Business Law:Multiparty Arbitration, 2010. 161).Looking
back to 20 years ago. multiparty arbitrations only represented a fifth of
the overall ICCcaseload (AnneMarie Whitesell and Eduardo SilvaRomero,
Multiparty and Multicontract Arbitration: Recent ICCExperienceD, Special
Supplement 2003: ComplexArbitrations: Perspectives on their Procedural
Implications, 2003, p. 7).

4 Bernardo M. Cremades, Multi-Party Arbitration in the New ICC Rules,
SpainArbitration Review,2012, Volume 2012, Issue 14.p. 26.; Anne Marie
Whitesell and Eduardo SilvaRomero,op. cit., p. 10-11.
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tràcts involved. For example, the Hong Kong International
Arbitration Centre ('HKlAC) has recently released a revised
version of its Administered Arbitration Rules which include
provisions analogous to these of the 2012 ICCRules in relati
on to the joinder of additional parties (Article 27 of the 2013
HKIACRules), consolidation of arbitrations (Article 28 of the
2013 HKlACRules) and arbitration under multiple contracts
(Article 29 of the 2013 HKIACRules). In the same vein, the
most recent amendments to the Swiss Rules of International
Arbitration, the CEPANIRules of Arbitration, and the WIPO
Arbitration Rules included expansions and/or revisions of
their provisions on multi-party disputes (including joinder
and consolidation).

6. The following articles of the 2012 ICCRules at
tempt to fully tackle difficulties inherent in multi-party/
multi-contract disputes. Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively
deal with joinder of additional parties, claims between
multiple parties, multiple contracts, and consolidation of
arbitrations. These new rules do not remove the need for
consent to arbitrate. Rather, their aim is to procedurally
facilitate mechanisms which parties can take into account
when considering contractual arrangements involving mul
tiple parties and/or multiple contracts, and to make the
practice of the ICCCourt generally accessible. Byconsenting
to ICCarbitration, parties now agree to these mechanisms
to apply. Whether these mechanisms work in practice is
examined below.

7. Joinder of Additional Parties and Claims between
Multiple Parties (Articles 7 and 8). Under the previous ver
sions of the ICCRules, claimants had the monopoly on the
question of who would be party to an arbitration. The ina
bility to join a party not initially listed by the claimant had
been subject to criticisms on the basis of both the alleged
disadvantage to the respondent(s), and the lack of efficiency
and certainty resulting from the need of having more than
one set of proceedings to resolve one single dispute.

8. Although the ICCCourt had shown flexibility in al
lowing requests from Respondents that certain signatories
are joined to freshly started arbitrations under the 1998 ICC
Rules, there were no formal provisions in the Rules dea
ling with this situation and as a result many users were not
aware that the possibility existed." The above-identified is
sues coupled with the rise of multi-polar disputes lead to
the current Article 7 being inserted in the 2012 ICCRules.
Article 7 provides that an existing party to an arbitration
may request that 'an additional party' be joined to the arbi
tration after a Request for Arbitration has been filed. Given
that the request needs to be made by an existing party, an
'additional party' may not join an existing arbitration on its
own initiative. Further, as the wording of Article 7 indicates,
joinder is not available in respect of third parties but only in

Bernardo M. Cremades. Mu/ti-Party Arbitration in the New fCC Ru/es,
Spain Arbitration Review, 2012, Volume 2012, Issue 14, p. 26.; Anne Marie
Whitesell and Eduardo Silva Romero, op. cit., p. 10-11.

respect of parties to an arbitration agreement. This follows
from the reference in Article 7 to Article 6; the article that
provides for a prima facie review by the ICCCourt of juris
dictional objections raised by a party.

9. Indeed, pursuant to Article 6(4)(i),where there are
more than two parties to the arbitration, the arbitration
shall proceed between those of the parties, including any
additional parties joined pursuant to Article 7,with respect
to which the ICCCourt is prima facie satisfied that 'an arbi
tration agreement under the Rules that binds them all may
exist:

10. In addition, a joinder is conditioned upon the stage
at which the request is made and the existence of a claim
against the additional party. Accordingly, the party reques
ting the joinder needs to set out in its request the claim(s)
that is (are) being made against the additional party (Article
7(2)(c)),The request is to be made early enough so the ad
ditional party's rights in relation to the constitution of the
tribunal are preserved. More specifically, Article 7 provides
that '[nIaadditional party may be joined after the confirma
tion or appointment of any arbitrator, unless allparties, inclu
ding the additional party, otherwise agree: This approach is
consistent with the policy that the ICCCourt had developed
under its previous Rules, although Article 6(4)(i) no longer
explicitly requires that the party to be joined is a signatory
to the arbitration agreement," Ifjoined, the additional party
has in turn the right to make claims against any other party
in accordance with Article 8.

11. Article 8 confirms that in an arbitration with mul
tiple parties - whether as a result of the joinder of an additi
onal party or not - 'claims may be made by any party against
any other party: Like Article 7, Article 8 further makes any
claim made pursuant to it, including claims between clai
mants and claims between respondents, subject to the rules
regarding the ICCCourt's prima facie review and multiple
contract disputes, as well as general conditions relating to
claims or counterclaims (e.g., information to be provided in
the Request or in the Answer).

12. When Article 7 of the 2012 ICCRules was being
drafted, certain practitioners expressed the fear that par
ties who wanted to delay the proceedings would abuse the
new provision. During the first year, however, the number
of requests for joinder remained limited and actually decre
ased compared to 2011. Thus, the inclusion of a provision on
joinder has not led to a significant number of unmerited at
tempts to join an additional party solely to delay or obstruct
proceedings. To the contrary, the clear text of Article 7 may
in fact have helped parties in taking an informed decision
on whether or not to file a request for joinder.

o

13. Multiple contracts (Article 9). Article 9 of the
2012 ICCRules covers what has become a very common si-

6 Anne Marie Whitesell and Eduardo Silva Romero, op. cit., p. 12.
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tuation, i.e., claims arising out of more than one contract: '[sJ
ubject to the provisions of Article 6(3)-6(7) and 23(4), claims
arising out of or in connection with more than one contract
may be made in a single arbitration, irrespective of whether
such claims are made under one ormore than one arbitration
agreement under the Rules.'Article 9 therefore applies both
in circumstances where there are separate contracts but a
single arbitration clause; and where there are separate con
tracts and separate arbitration clauses. A claimant seeking
to commence arbitral proceedings pursuant to two sepa
rate arbitration clauses is required to indicate which claim
is made under which arbitration agreement in accordance
with 4(3)(f) of the 2012 [CCRules. If a party contests that
all claims can be arbitrated in one proceeding, this question
will be subject to the prima facie review procedure of Arti
cle 6. The criteria relevant to the ICCCourt's decision inclu
de the requirement that the arbitration agreements under
which the claims are made are compatible and the require
ment that 'allparties to the arbitration may have agreed that
those claims can be determined in a single arbitration' (Article
6(4)(ii) of the 2012 [CCRules).

14. Under the 1998 [CCRules, the [CCCourt would al-
low multiple contract arbitrations to proceed if the arbitra
tion agreements were compatible; the contracts had been
signed by the same parties; and related to the same eco
nomic transaction. Whereas the first criterion is explicitly
mentioned in Article 6(4)(ii), the last two criteria are not
included in the wording. It is, however, safe to assume that
the [CCCourt has not altered its policy overnight, and that
arbitrations between multiple parties on the basis of mul
tiple contracts that have not all been signed by the same
parties, will only go forward in specific circumstances.

15. ln respect of the first requirement, compatibility,
whilst all the elements of the arbitration clauses are rele
vant to this question, the seat of the arbitration, the number
of arbitrators and the method of appointing arbitrators are
of particular importance. ln cases where there is a discre
pancy relating to any of these elements, the parties will
need to arbitrate the claims under each contract separately
unless there is subsequent agreement by the parties to rec
tify the discrepancy between the arbitration clauses.' The
ICCCourt is generally less stringent in its prima facie review
if the incompatibility relates to the language of the pro
ceedings or the applicable law," Secondly, in relation to the
question as to whether the parties agreed that the entirety
of the claims can be arbitrated in a single reference, for the

7 See for example SociétéEmpresa de Telecomunicaciones de Cuba SAv. SATe,
lefonica Antillana et SNC Banco Nacional deCommerciaExterior),where the
Paris Court ofAppeal annulled an award inwhich the arbitral tribunal had
held it had jurisdiction to decide on two related contracts, one of which
contained an arbitration clause having Paris as the place of arbitration,
the other referring to Madrid. Mathieu de Boisséson, Note T6November,
2006, Courd'Appel de Paris (1re Ch.C)(Revuede l'Arbitrage,Volume2008,
p.112-115.
Indeed, it may be possible for the Arbitral Tribunal to apply different laws
to different contracts. As regards language, in practice, the Arbitral Tri
bunal and the parties often find a practical solution to work around these

8

issues.

purpose of the prima facie review, it is generally sufficient
to make a credible assertion that an implied agreement to
this effect exists. [t will generally not be sufficient though
to assert that the arbitration clauses are identical; generally
other elements will have to be invoked to support the par
ties' intention to arbitrate under more than one contract in
a single arbitration." If the ICCCourt is satisfied that there
may be a prima facie case for all the claims to be resolved in
one single reference, the case will proceed as such, although
as this question is a question ofjurisdiction, the arbitral tri
bunal will take the final decision, in accordance with Article
6(5). This rule is in line with the principle of Kornpetenz
Kompetenz enshrined in Article 6(3) and recognized by
many national arbitration laws.

16. In 2012, the ICCCourt took significantly less Article
6 decisions than under the 1998 Rules: only 25%of the cases
in which there was a jurisdictional objection were subjec
ted to a prima facie review by the ICCCourt pursuant to Ar
ticle 6(4) of the 2012 [CCRules." The vast majority of juris
dictional objections were thus directly transmitted to the
Arbitral Tribunal for a decision, thereby saving a significant
amount of time at the outset of the arbitral proceedings.

17. There appear to have been several cases where
multiple contracts presented the [CCCourt with particular
issues, such as cases where the clauses included in the va
rious contracts were incompatible for example because one
of the contracts invoked referred to ICCarbitration, whereas
the other contracts referred to other institutions and/or na
tional jurisdictions. Other cases involved claims based on
multiple contracts between identical parties, with claims
relating to entirely different business transactions or con
struction projects.

18. In those cases, where there was serious doubt that
'all parties to the arbitration may have agreed that those
claims can be determined together in a single arbitration,'
pursuant to its new policy, the ICCSecretariat would get
back to the parties before submitting the matter to the ICC
Court, asking them to indicate with respect to which con
tract they would want to continue the arbitration, should
the ICCCourt fail to accept that all contracts be dealt with in
one single arbitration.

19. Although the ICCCourt and Secretariat used to ef
fectively handle multiple contract issues through the prima
facie powers of the ICCCourt under the old Article 6(2), the

9 This was among others a concern of FIOICwhere the contracts between
the employer and the contractor on the one hand, and the subcontractor
and contractor on the other hand, often include identical clauses. Never
theless, it is rare that employers intend to arbitrate their claims against the
contractor with both contractor and sub-contractor.

10 There are no reasons to assume that this percentage would have been hi
gher in 2013. Indeed, following established internal proceedings, Counsel
at the ICCSecretariat only refer potentially problematic cases to the Secre
tary-General, who, in turn, only refers those cases to the ICCCourt where
there are serious reasons to doubt that an ICCarbitration clause exists, that
a party is bound by the clause, or that all claims can be decided together in
a single arbitration.
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23. The requirement that the claims in the arbitrati-rùles now codified in Article 9 no doubt add clarity and cer
tainty to the parties. They also attenuate the risk of costs
being incurred in relation to procedural issues.

20. Indeed, under other sets of Rules, which do not
contain a provision akin to Article 9, a party may try to take
advantage of the lack of rule pertaini ng to multiple contract
disputes for tactical purposes. In a recent matter we were
confronted with respondents who raised jurisdictional ob
jections on the basis of the absence of an express agreement
in writing that claims made pursuant to five separate con
tracts could be arbitrated together in a single arbitration.
According to the respondents, the claims arising out of each
contract would have to be arbitrated in five separate sets
of proceedings, notwithstanding the fact that there were
multiple technical and commercial circumstances that sug
gested that the parties had agreed to a single arbitration for
the resolution of claims arising out of the five contracts. The
contracts not only included identical arbitration clauses, but
the causes of actions were identical and all based on a single
set of facts arising out of a single business transaction. Had
Article 9 applied to this arbitration, the respondents would
probably not have taken this position, and the parties could
have saved significant costs.

21. Consolidation of Arbitrations (Article 10). As
part of the 2011 review, former Article 4(6) has been sub
stantially revisited and turned into a whole new provision.
Article 10 of the 2012 ICCRules expressly allows a party to
make a request to the ICCCourt for the consolidation of two
or more arbitrations pending under the Rules into a single
arbitration (i.e., the arbitration that commenced first, un
less otherwise agreed by the parties). The applicant needs
to demonstrate that one of the following conditions applies:

'a) the parties have agreed to consolidation; or
b) all of the claims in the arbitrations are made under

the same arbitration agreement; or
c) where the claims in the arbitrations are made under

more than one arbitration agreement, the arbitrati
ons are between the same parties, the disputes in
the arbitrations arise in connection with the same
legal relationship, and the Court finds the arbitra
tion agreements to be compatible'

22. The above pre-requisites are in line with interna-
tiona I arbitration principles deriving from the consensual
nature of arbitration and the spirit of the 2012 ICCRules.
With respect to a) above, an agreement to consolidate is lo
gically one of the circumstances where consolidation may
be appropriate, whether or not the applicable arbitration
clauses provide for this or not. As for sub-Article b) above,
its wording mirrors the requirement of Article 6(4)(i) that
there is 'an arbitration agreement under the Rules that binds
[all the parties].' Finally, the pre-requisite described at c) re
flects the conditions provided in Article 6(4)(ii).

ons arise out of the same legal relationship already existed
under old Article 4(6), which is why it was maintained. Alt
hough the criterion is not mentioned as such in the current
Article 6(4)(ii), it is in fact a criterion that was used by the
ICCCourt under the 1998 Rules (the 'same economic trans
action' requirement) and is continued to be used to deter
mine whether the parties have indeed agreed that claims
arising from multiple contracts 'can be determined together
in a single arbitration: The detailed wording of Article 10
thus intentionally matches the jurisdictional requirements
ofArticle 6; the rationale being that parties may not achieve
through consolidation what they may not be able to achieve
in any other multiple party and/or multiple contract situa
tion.

24. It is important to note that if the ICCCourt pro-
ceeds with consolidation there is no further decision by the
Arbitral Tribunal. In light of the finality of the ICCCourt's
consolidation decisions, as opposed to its prima facie deci
sions on jurisdiction, it is to be expected that the threshold
for obtaining consolidation will be higher.

25. If it is established that one of the above prerequi-
sites is met, the ICCCourt may proceed with the consolida
tion of the arbitrations if it finds it appropriate in light of any
circumstances it considers to be relevant.

26. Amongst these, the respective stage of the arbitra-
tions sought to be consolidated are likely to carry significant
weight. Former Article 4(6) provided that after the Terms
of Reference had been signed or approved by the ICCCourt,
claims set out in the request for arbitration submitted in the
second proceeding could not be included in a pending ar
bitration unless the tribunal in the existing arbitration had
authorized it pursuant to Article 19 of the 1998 ICCRules
(currently Article 23(4) of the 2012 ICCRules). However, in
the ICCCourt's general practice under the 1998 ICCRules,
the finalization of the Terms of Reference was deemed as a
cut-off point rather than the sole criterion for consolidating
arbitrations.

27. The 2012 ICCRules more accurately reflect the cri-
teria that were in fact used by the ICCCourt and which in
cluded, 'whether one or more arbitrators have been confirmed
or appointed in more than one of the arbitrations and, if so,
whether the same or different persons have been confirmed
or appointed may be.'Whilst reference to the Terms of Re
ference is no longer expressly included, whether these have
been finalized would appear to remain relevant, not least
as a result of the application of Article 23(4). Nevertheless,
in the spirit of Article 12(6), which covers the constitution
of a three-arbitrator tribunal in multi-party disputes, par
ticular emphasis is made in the rules on the parties' rights
in relation to arbitrator appointment and the constitution
of the tribunal more generally. This particular juncture in
the proceedings is to be kept in mind by parties who consi
der making a request for consolidation; if possible a request
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~hould be made before the co-arbitrators have been confir
med or appointed to enhance the prospects of the request
being granted.

28. It appears that the clarifications brought about by
the 2012 ICCRules have helped the users in better under
standing how to obtain consolidation since although the
overall number of requests for consolidation did not change
much between 2011 and 2012, the number of requests that
was approved in 2012 did increase substantially.

III. EMERGENCY ARBITRATOR

29. Article 29 introduces the possibility for a party
that needs urgent interim or conservatory measures that
cannot await the constitution of an arbitral tribunal to
make an application for such measures in accordance with
the Emergency Arbitrator Rules contained in Appendix 5 of
the Rules ('EAApplication'). The Emergency Arbitrator pro
cedure is however only available in relation to agreements
signed after 1January 2012. ~

30. Provided that the emergency threshold is met and
that - if not yet received at the time the application was
made - a Request for Arbitration is received by the ICCSe
cretariat from the applicant within 10 days of the receipt of
the application, an Emergency Arbitrator will be appointed
within 'a short a time as possible, normally within two days'
from the receipt of the Application by the Secretariat (Arti
cle 2 of Appendix 5). From the date the file was transmitted
to him/her, the Emergency Arbitrator has then 15 days to
issue his/her decision which takes the form of an order (as
opposed to an award) and which is not binding on the arbi
tral tribunal.

31. As much as its introduction in the 2012 ICCRules
prompted much discussion amongst the international ar
bitration community, the Emergency Arbitrator procedure
was not a novel idea at that time. Asimilar mechanism was
already available from the ICCin the form of the Pre-Arbi
tral Referee. Furthermore, at the time the 2012 ICCRules
came into force, emergency arbitrator procedures had been
introduced in and tested under the Arbitration Rules of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (in force on 1 January
2010) and the Arbitration Rules of the Singapore Internati
onal Arbitration Centre (in force on 1 July 2010). Following
the entry into force of the 2012 ICCRules, a procedure ana
logous to the one contained in Appendix 5 has been inclu
ded in other arbitration rules. These include the most recent
versions of the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, the
Administered Arbitration Rules of the Hong Kong Interna
tional Arbitration Centre, and the WIPO Arbitration Rules,
which were launched after the entry into force of the 2012
ICCRules."

11 The recently released New LCIARules 2014 which are due to come into
force on 1 October 2014 also contemplate the possibility of having an
emergency arbitrator in Article 9B.

32. In 2012 there were two applications for the ap
pointment of an emergency arbitrator, followed by six
further appointments in 2013.12 Amongst the first two EA
Applications, one was accepted by the ICCCourt, with the
Emergency Arbitrator being appointed the day after the ap
plication was received by the ICCSecretariat, and an order
rendered within 12 days of the transmission of the file to
the Emergency Arbitrator. The Emergency Arbitrator howe
ver refused to grant the relief sought which was an order
for payment of the amount in dispute into an escrow ac
count. The other case involved an application for an anti
suit injunction and the EAApplication was rejected by the
ICCCourt on the basis that the agreement containing the
arbitration clause had not been entered into after 1January
2012, which is a condition under Article 29(6) of the 2012
ICCRules.

33. The relatively low number of applications submit
ted to the ICCCourt in 2012 and 2013 appears to be in line
with statistics of the SCCand SIACfor the few years follo
wing the introduction of an Emergency Arbitrator proce
dure in their respective rules in 2010.13 After three years of
having made this procedure available, SIACis currently ex
periencing a clear increase in the use of the Emergency Ar
bitrator procedure. SIAChas recorded no less than 19 appli
cations in 2013. The rapidly increasing use of the Emergency
Arbitrator provision under the SIACRules may relate to
users' satisfaction of the process or the nature and availabi
lity of interim relief within the court systems in the region.
Whether the ICCwill experience a similar trend is unclear
at this stage. It is still early days and only future statistics
will demonstrate whether ICCusers will make further use
of Article 29 going forward.

34. The current relatively limited number of applica
tions for an ICCemergency arbitrator is possibly caused by
the requirement that the arbitration agreement was entered
into after 1 January 2012. It may also find an explanation in
the uncertainty (justified or not) surrounding the enforce
ment of an Emergency Arbitrator order and the significant
fee payable upfront by an applicant (Art. 7 of Appendix 5).
In addition, the introduction of this facility does not impact
other routes to seek interim or urgent relief, notably the op
tion to request interim relief from any court of competent
jurisdiction or from the arbitral tribunal. These alternatives
might be satisfactory in the majority of cases hence the re
latively limited use of the Emergency Arbitrator provisions.

12 Statistical Report. ICCInternational Court of Arbitration Bulletin Vol.24
NO.1,p. 15; Statistical Report, ICCInternational Court of Arbitration Bul
letin Vol.25 No.1,p.1S.

13 SCChas reported four applications in 2010, two in 2011 two in 2012, and
one in 2013.As for SIAC.the Centre has recorded two applications in 2010,
two in 2011, seven in 2012, 19 in 2013, and 4 as at 6 March 2014 with all
these 34 applications having been accepted and 34 emergency arbitrators
having being appointed so far.
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS

1.
35.

Withdrawal
Unlike under the 1998 ICCRules, the 2012 ICC

Rules now address withdrawal of claims, albeit sparingly.
Although the possibility of regulating claim withdrawal
more fully has been explored by the ICCRules Task Force,
the 2012 ICCRules do not set out the legal consequences
of the withdrawal of all claims except from a costs point of
view. The only reference to claim withdrawal in the 2012
ICCRules appears in Article 37(6),where it is now explicitly
provided that in such case, the ICCCourt shall fix the fees
and expenses ofthe arbitrators as well as the ICC'sadminis
trative costs. Article 37(6) also addresses the situation that
the parties have not agreed on the allocation of the costs of
the arbitration.

36. It may be that the parties, although they achieved a
settlement of their main dispute, have not been able or have
forgotten to address this issue in the terms recording such
settlement. The question of the alloœtion of the arbitration
costs may also be undecided if only one party (usually the
claimant) wishes to withdraw in a case where the respon
dent has no counterclaims and does not object to the with
drawal as such.

37. For those situations, Article 37(6) explicitly provi-
des that 'if the parties have not agreed upon the allocation
of the costs of the arbitration or other relevant issues with
respect to costs, such matters shall be decided by the arbitral
tribunal. If the arbitral tribunal has not been constituted at
the time of such withdrawal or termination, any party may
request the Court to proceed with the constitution of the arbi
tral tribunal in accordancewith the Rules so that the arbitral
tribunal may make decisions as to costs.'

38. In a recent matter, a claimant decided to withdraw
its claims after attempts to conduct a preliminary seizure on
its debtor's assets failed for lack of assets. The proceedings
were advanced to the stage where a sale arbitrator had been
appointed and the claimant had paid the provisional advan
ce on costs sufficient to cover the costs of the proceedings
until the drawing up of the Terms of Reference. The respon
dent had no counterclaim and had refused to pay its share of
the advance on costs.

39. The claimant informed the ICCSecretariat of its in
tention to withdraw its claims, to which the respondent had
no objections. The letter of the ICCSecretariat in which it
took note of the claimant's intention to withdraw the mat
ter indicated that in case the parties would agree on the
withdrawal but not on the allocation of the costs of the arbi
tration or other relevant issues of costs, such issues could be
decided by the Sale Arbitrator. The respondent subsequently
agreed to the withdrawal yet requested that the Sale Arbi
trator awarded it its legal costs, for which its counsel provi
ded a rather elevated estimate, allegedly in accordance with
the practice of the local courts in the respondent's country.

The claimant objected to the respondent's claim being dealt
with out of the advance payment for the establishment of
the Terms of Reference and insisted that before deciding on
the costs, the Sale Arbitrator would have to prepare Terms
of Reference. It also indicated that it did not wish to pay any
additional advances so the Sale Arbitrator could decide the
respondent's claim for costs.

40. The ICCCourt subsequently decided to reconsider
the advance on costs and base it on the amount of legal costs
now claimed by the respondent. It invited both parties to
pay their share, or to substitute for the other side. As both
parties refused to pay the advance, the ICCCourt ultima
tely considered the respondent's claim for costs withdrawn
pursuant to Article 36 (6) of the 2012 ICCRules. It then fixed
the fees of the arbitrator and the administrative fees and
returned the remainder ofthe advance to the claimant.

2. Fixing of separate advances
41. Article 360fthe 2012 ICCRules effectively consists
of an update of the old Article 30 on 'Advance to Cover the
Costs of the Arbitration'. The structure of the revised ver
sion of the Article adds clarity and its content reflects chan
ges to other parts in the Rules, including these concerning
multi-party disputes. Article 36(4) specifically deals with
the advance on costs in relation to claims made under Ar
ticle 7 ('Joinder of Additional Parties') and Article 8 ('Claims
Between Multiple Parties').

42. In substance, the rule on the possibility for the ICC
Court to fix separate advances on costs for claims and coun
terclaims remains unchanged, and if separate advances on
costs have been fixed, each party is under the obligation to
pay the advance on costs corresponding to its claims, fai
ling which the Secretary General may direct the tribunal to
suspend its work and - if the failure is not cured within a set
time limit - its claims are considered withdrawn.

43. With respect to the possibility to fix separate
advances on costs, the ICCCourt has generally followed
a restrictive policy and has been reluctant to fix separate
advances on costs at a too early stage of the proceedings,
for example before a party had actually refused to pay its
share of the global advance on costs, or where a claimant
appeared to be requesting the fixing of separate advances
solely for tactical reasons. Because of the regressive nature
of the scales on the basis of which the advance on costs is
calculated, the fixing of separate advances tends to lead to
higher aggregate arbitration costs, something that the ICC
Court tried to avoid.

44. The ICC'spractice regarding the fixing of separate
advances on costs recently came under scrutiny, when the
Paris Court ofAppeal annulled an ICCaward in a case where
the respondent, which had been put into liquidation by a
Spanish Court, saw its counterclaim withdrawn when it
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failed to pay the separate advance on costs that had been
fixed in relation thereto."

45. The Paris Court of Appeal considered that the ICC
Court's decision to consider the claims of the respondent
withdrawn when it failed to pay the separate advance on
costs, was excessive, and in reality deprived the respon
dent of the possibility to have its claims heard, given that
the company was placed in liquidation. It considered this a
violation of Article 6 ECHR.

46. The French Supreme Court annulled the decision
of the Paris Court of Appeal and has now remanded it to
the Court of Appeal in Versailles. According to the Supreme
Court, the Paris Court of Appeal should have considered
whether or not the claims of the respondent were 'indis
sociable' of the principal claims, something that it failed to
do." The French Supreme Court thus appeared to agree with
the main conclusion of the Paris Court of Appeal that the
withdrawal deprived the respondent of the possibility to
have its claim heard.

47. In another recent matter, a claimant requested the
fixing of separate advances on cost when the respondent
failed to pay its share of the advance on costs, allegedly for
lack of funds. The respondent invoked the recent French Su
preme Court decision and submitted evidence to support
the lack of funds. The claimant insisted on the fixing of se
parate advances and pointed out that the respondent was
not officially in liquidation or a similar situation.

48. The ICCCourt decided to fix separate advances on
costs. Although the Court never provides reasons for its de
cisions, it appears from the above that the ICCCourt has not
changed its practice regarding the fixing of separate advan
ces, at least not with respect to those parties that are not
formally in liquidation.

V. CONCLUSION

The transition from the 1998 ICCRules to the 2012 ICCRules
appears to take place without any major hick-ups. To date
no major issues have been identified, and plenty of other
arbitral institutions have copied the ICC'srevisions, in par
ticular with respect to multi-party and multi-contract arbi
trations. This is not surprising given that the 2012 ICCRules
are a balanced and well thought out set of rules.

It is thus to be expected that, with the assistance of the ICC
Secretariat and ICCCourt, the 2012 ICCRules and the man
ner in which they will be applied, will permit the ICCto
remain one of the major players in international commer
cial arbitration.

14 Cour d'appel de Paris, 17 November 2011, Pôle 1, Ch. 1. RG n° 09/24158.
Société LICENSINGPROJECTSc/ Société PIRELLI& C. SPA.

15 Cour de Cassation. 28 March 2013. Civ.•Ch. 1, RG n" 11/27770. Société PI
RELLI& C. SPA.c/ Société LICENSINGPROJECTS.
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